CALYPSO

A   A6
TO SAIL ON A DREAM ON A CRYSTAL CLEAR OCEAN
AM7 - A - Bm/A Bm/A
TO RIDE ON THE CREST OF THE WILD RAGING STORM
A   A6
TO WORK IN THE SERVICE OF LIFE AND THE LIVING
AM7 - A - A - Bm/A Bm/A
IN SEARCH OF THE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS UNKNOWN
A   A6
TO BE PART OF THE MOVEMENT AND PART OF THE GROWING
AM7 - A - A Em7/A Em7 A
PART OF BEGINNING TO UNDERSTAND
D   A
AYE, CALYPSO, THE PLACES YOU'VE BEEN TO
D - A E - A
THE THINGS THAT YOU'VE SHOWN US, THE STORIES YOU TELL
D   A
AYE, CALYPSO, I SING TO YOUR SPIRIT
D - A E7 - A
THE MEN WHO HAVE SERVED YOU SO LONG AND SO WELL
E   D - A E   D - A E
HI DEE AY EE OOO DOODLE OH OOO DO DO DO DO DOODLE AYE EE
D - A E   Ds, D, A, A, D/A, D/A, A, A, D/A, D/A
EEEEEE DOODLE AY EE

A   A6
LIKE THE DOLPHIN WHO GUIDES YOU, YOU BRING US BESIDE YOU
AM7 - A - Bm/A Bm/A
TO LIGHT UP THE DARKNESS AND SHOW US THE WAY
A   A6
FOR THOUGH WE ARE STRANGERS IN YOUR SILENT WORLD
AM7 - A - A - Bm/A Bm/A
TO LIVE ON THE LAND WE MUST LEARN FROM THE SEA
A   A6
TO BE TRUE AS THE TIDE AND FREE AS A WINDSWELL
AM7 - A - A - Em7/A Em7/A A
JOYFUL AND LOVING IN LETTING IT BE
D   A
AYE, CALYPSO, THE PLACES YOU'VE BEEN TO
D - A E - A
THE THINGS THAT YOU'VE SHOWN US, THE STORIES YOU TELL
D   A
AYE, CALYPSO, I SING TO YOUR SPIRIT
D - A E7 - A
THE MEN WHO HAVE SERVED YOU SO LONG AND SO WELL
E   D - A E   D - A E
HI DEE AY EE OOO DOODLE OH OOO DO DO DO DO DOODLE AYE EE
D - A E   Ds, D, A, A, D/A, D/A, A, A, D/A, D/A
EEEEEE DOODLE AY EE